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1. Introduction
Let X be a locally compact separable metric space, <Jά be the space of positive Radon measures on X and let ι3ί'={p^JM: supp[v]=X}. Fix m^JM'
and a regular Dirichlet form 6 with domain £F on L\X\ m), which possesses a
nice core C as described in Section 3. Throughout the present paper, we assume that 6 is either irreducible or transient. Let Cap( ) be the 1-caρacity associated with S. A set A is said to be 6^-polar if Cap(A)=0. Define
JM0 =
3ίm =

{P^JM:
{VSΞ31Q:

v charges no Qλ-polar set},
Cap(X\Sv) = 0},

where 5 V stands for the support of the positive continuous additive functional
(abbreviated to PCAF) associated with yGjί 0 . *SV is closed with respect to
the fine topology for the associated Hunt process and we call it the fine support of p.
For μEΞJMy we introduce the capacitary decomposition of μx with respect
to Cap( ): a unique decomposition μ=μo+μl9
where μ^JHo and μi=IN
μ
with an 6^-polar set N. For details, see Section 2. This is a variant of the
potential-theoretical decomposition of measures due to Blumenthal-Getoor
[1, VI(3.6)].
In the present paper, we are interested in changing the underlying measure m for another element of JM' by keeping the pre-Dirichlet form Q on C unchanged. We aim at showing the following necessary and sufficient condition
for j^Gj',
(<?, C) is closable on L\X\ μ) if and only if μ^Jttw

.

See Theorem 4.1, where the Hunt process associated with the closure is also specified by time changing with respect to μ0 and making points of iV traps.
The condition that P^L^M^ is an indispensable requirement for the invariance of the pre-Dirichlet form under the random time change with respect to
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vtΞ JH0 Π <3U' (cf. [2,3]). It is easy to see that M^dM* Π <3ί' and that v(X\Sv)
= 0 for any z/e<_5f/0Γl3ί'. However the stronger condition that Cap(X\Sμ)=0
for V^LJMQ{\<5H,' is not alwasys satisfied (see Kuwae-Nakao [4] for a counter
example) and is hard to be checked due to the involvement of the fine topology.
What to be emphasized is that the above necessary and sufficient condition reduces the difficulty to the problem on closability, which is purely analytic and
accordingly easier to be studied.
A nonnegative definite symmetrric bilinear form on a Hubert space with
dense domain is simply called a symmetric form. We say that a symmetric form
Jl on L2(X; μ) with domain 3) is a pre-Dirichlet form if it is Markovian. The
closable part of a pre-Dirichlet from Jl with domain 3) on L2(X μ) is a preDirichlet form Jl' with domain 3) such that (i) {Jl\ 3)) is closable on L\X; μ)>
(ii) JL\u}u)<JL{uyu) for u^3) and (iii) if iS is a closable pre-Dirichlet form
with domain 3) on L\X; μ) and &(u,u)<Jl(u,u) for u(=3)y then &(μ,u)<>
Jl'(u, u) for u^3).
For the existence of closable parts, see Section 6. A key
observation to establish the above necessary and sufficient condition is that the
closure of the closable part of the pre-Dirichlet form (<?, C) on L2(X; μ) is realized by the Dirichlet form 6{μ) constructed in the following two steps: first time
changing the Hunt process corresponding to 8 by the PCAF associated with μQ
and secondly making all points in N traps. We note that £ ( μ ) is a direct generalization of the time changed (regular) Dirichlet form recently formulated by
Kuwae and Nakao [4] who treat the case that μ=μ0. As another application of
the observation, it will be seen in Corollary 4.2 that, whenever the original form
6 is transient and (<?, C) is closable on L2(X; μ), where μ^3ί', the closure is
transient if and only if μ^JMQ.
In the case that Q is transient, it should be recalled that Rϋckner-Widens
[6] establishes a necessary and sufficient condition in order that (β, C) is closable
on L2(X; μ) and the closure is transient. As will be seen in Remark after Corollary 4.3, their criterion is covered by ours.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we establish the
capacitary decomposition. The next section is devoted to the construction
of the Dirichlet form <S(μ>) on L2(X; μ) by time changing and making suitable
points traps. In Section 4, the Dirichlet form £>(μ') will be identified with the
closure of the closable part of the pre-Dirichlet form (<?, C) on L2(X; μ). In
addition, the necessary and sufficient conditions for closability and transience will
be shown in the section. Two examples will be studied in Section 5 to illustrate
our results. Section 6 will present general results on the closable parts of symmetric forms on a Hubert space.

2. The capacitary decomposition of measures
In this section, we establish a decomposition of σ-finite measures with
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respect to a set function.
L e m m a 2.1. Let (Ω, i3) be a measurable space and Φ( ) be a countably
subadditive rtonnegative set function on it. For each σ-finite measure μ on (Ω, 3$),
there exists a unique pair (μ0, μλ) of measures on (Ω, 3$) such that
(I)
(II)

μ=μo+μv
μo(A)=O for any A<=& with Φ(^4)=0,

(III) μx=IN

μ for some iV<Ξ.S with Φ(N)=09

where IN is the indicator function of N.
DEFINITION

2.1.

We call the above μ0 the smooth part of μ with respact to Φ.

Proof of Lemma 2.1. It is elementary to see the uniqueness of the decomposition. Thus, we only see the existence of such μ0 and μv
It is standard to extend the assertion to general σ-finite μys once we have
shown the assertion for a finite measure μ. Hence we may assume that μ(Ω)<
oo. It then holds that
a = supiμ(A)ιA^B

and Φ(A) = 0}<oo .

Take an increasing sequence {An} czlB such that Φ(An)=0 and limn
Set
A O 0 = \J A

n

.

Then, we obtain that ^ e i S , Φ ^ L ^ O and μ(Aoo)=a.
that
(2.1)

(A\Aoo)

μ

= 0

for every

A<=$

μ(An)=a.

with

In particular, it holds
Φ(A) = 0.

We then define μQ, μx by

Obviously, (μ0, μx) enjoys the properties (I) and (III) with N—An.
(2.1) implies that (II) is satisfied.

Moreover,

3. Definition of &&
As in Section 1, let X be a locally compact separable metric space and m^
JM' Consider a dense subalgebra C of C0(X) possessing the following two
properties:
For every compact set K and relatively compact set G with
KaGaX,
there is a aiEC such that O^w^l
and w takes value I on K and 0
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outside of G.
(C.2) For each £>0, there is a real function &(*), * e ( — oo, oo), such that
βe(t)=t on [0,1], -S^βz(t)^l+e
for any ί, 0^β2(t)-βs{s)^t-s
for
t>s and /3 ε (/)eC whenever / e £ .
Let 6 with domain £F be a Dirichlet form on L2(X\ m) possessing C as its core:
C is dense in the Hubert space (£F, 6χ)> where 6X is defined by

( , ) m being the inner product of L2(X;m). We denote by M=(Xty Px) the
associated Hunt process. The associated 1-capacity Cap( ) is then a Choquet
capacity given for compact K by
(3.1)

Cap{K) = inf \βx{fJ):f^C

and / > 1 on X}.

2

Let {Tu t>0} be the semigroup on L (X; m) associated with β. A set A is
said to be ^-invariant if Tt(IAu)=IA Ttuy w-a.e. for any W G L 2 ( Z ; m) and ί > 0 .
We say that 6 is irreducible if either m(A) or m(X\A) vanishes whenever A is
Trinvariant. 6 is said to be transient if there is a bounded g^L\X\ m) with
m-a.e. such that
(3.2)

\χ\u\gdm<Vβ(u,u)

for every

Throughout this and the next seation, we assume that
(A.I) 6 is either irreducible or transient.
Let / i G j ί ' To define a Dirichlet form <?(μ), we review briefly on time
changed processes of M. In what follows, we use μ0 to denote the smooth part
of μ with respect to Cap( ) and assume that
(A.2) ^ Φ O .
Since μoe<-%> ^ admits a PCAF A°t of M with Revuz measure μ0. Let S=Sμ0
be the support of A°t:
S - {χ(=X\N0: Px[A°t>0

for any *>0] = 1},

iV0 being an exceptional set of A°t. It is known that, if we replace iV0 by an
appropriate exceptional set, then
(3.3)

S<zS = supp[μ0] and μo(S\S) = O.

See [2], In the sequel, we assume that (3.3) is satisfied.
The ^-killing Dirichlet space {X, JC) on L2(X; tn) is a regular Dirichlet
space given by
)

0

and X(u3 u) = S{u}v)+{u, v)H ,

where (, )μ0 is the inner product of L2(X; μ0) and the equality Jί=3

n L\X\ μ0)
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must be read as a statement about m-quasicontinuous versions of the elements
of the Dirichlet spaces involved (cf. [4, 5]). It follows from Assumption (A.1)
that X is transient (cf. [4]). The O-capacity with respect to X is then welldefined, and a set is -Z^-polar if and only if it is of O-capacity zero. Hence, in
what follows, we simply say "_£-polar" and "-£-q.e." instead of "_£i-polar" and
" ^ - q . e . " . We denote by (X, JCe) the extended Dirichlet space of (X9 JC) and
by 3? the projeation of JCe onto the orghogonal complement of {we JCe: w=0
_£-q.e. o n S } .
The time changed process
(3.4)

M=(Xτt9PxUs

oϊM by
τt = inί \s>0: A°s>t}
then determines a strongly continuous symmetric resolvent {G2, a>0} on
L2(S; μ0) and the associated Dirichlet space (<S°, £?°) on L2(S; μQ) is characterized
by
(3.5)

S* = {u(=L2(S; μ 0 ): M = 5>ί>|s μo-a.e.

(3.6)

&(2υ\s,£v'\s)

for some

= j:(£v,£v')-(&>>&>Ί*,

ve JC},

f o r

This has been shown in Kuwae and Nakao [4], where the Dirichlet space (β°,
ζp) on L\S; μ0) is proved to be regular. We can even specify the core as we
shall see now.
For a closed set AcX, let

Then we obtain
Lemma 3.1. £° possesses C\s as its core. In particular, if we set

(3.7)

m/>£) = Wls,£ls)

for f,g<ΞC,

2

then (βΐ\ C) is closable on L (X; μ).
Lemma 3.1 enables us to define
3.1. For μ(ΞJM' with /^0φ0, we define (β(μt\S(μ>)) to be the
2
(μ)
2
closure of (8ΐ\C) on L (X;μ). If μo=O, then we define S =L (X; μ) and
DEFINITION

Proof of Lemma 3.1. Notice that, for every g^JCey3>g=g -£-q.e. on S.
Moreover, the definition of X implies that an -£-polar set is 8X -polar. Since
μ0 charges no έ^-polar set, it then follows from (3.3) that
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(3.8)

Po-a.e. o n S .

&g=g

Since CdJCdJCey we obtain that'C|sC£F°.
We next see that (X, JC) possesses C as its core. Since X is regular,
it suffices to show that, for each f^JCf)C0(X)>
there is a sequence {fn}(zC
such that /„->/ in JC with respeat to Xv
To do this, take {gn} c £ , w^C
and £ > 0 satisfying that &,->/ in (£F, ^j), 0 < w < l , w=l on supp[f] and
sup x S Z I /(*) I < 6 " 1 . Define hn e C by

Then, hn.->f m-z.t. for some subsequence {Any}. Moreover, combined with
[2, Theorem 1.4.2], the Markov property of 8 implies that

Hence the Ces&ro mean of a subsequence of •{/*„} converges to / in (JC, Xy) and
C is dense in (<JC, Xι).

The above observation implies that C is also dense in (JCe> X). To see that
C\s is dense in (£F°, 5°), let z<e£F0. Choose ^ e J C e such that u=&υ\s ^0-a.e.
on S. Let {vn\ cC be a sequence such that ^ n ->^ in (JCβ, X). Then, it holds
that
ε°i(u-vn\S)

u-vu\8)

=
<. X(v—vn,

v—vn)

->0.
The proof is complete.

4. Necessary and sufficient conditions
In this seation, we establish necessary and sufficient conditions for closability and transience. Our goal of this section will be
Theorem 4.1. Consider the same Dirichlet form 6 as in Section 3. Let
μ^JM'
Then, the following assertions hold:
2
(ί) {Sΐ\ C) is the closable part of (β, C) on L (X; μ).
2
(it) (6, C) is closable on L (X; μ) if and only if μQ^<3loo, where μQ is the smooth
part of μ with respect to Cap( ).
(in) If (£, C) is closable on L2(X; μ), then the closure is given by (£ ( μ ) , £F<μ)).
Furthermore, if we denote by M=(Xτt,Px)χξ=s the time changed process corresponding
to μQ} then (&», 3W) is realized by a Hunt process M^={Xf\ P™) such that
(a) "the law of X™ under P™"="the law of Xτ, under Px"
(b) P<»[Xt=x for

feθ]=l

for

for

XΪΞX\N,
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X\NaS.

It follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 that
Corollary 4.1.
L\X; μ).

r

If μ^3ί

but μQ$<3H', then (8,C)
e

In some special cases, we can show that ^ o ^ o o

is not closable on

:

Corollary 4.2. If m is absolutely continuous with respect to μ, then μ o e
JMw In particular, {8, C) is then closable on L2(X; μ) and the closure is realized
in the way as stated in Theorem 4.1.
Proof. The second assertion is an immediate consequence of the first one
and Theorem 4.1.
To see the first assertion, suppose that μo(A)=O.
Then, by Lemma 2.1,
μ(A\N)=Oy N being an ^-polar set with μo=Ix\N
μ. It follows from the
assumption that m(A\N)=0.
Since m^3lΌy this implies that m(A)=0. Thus,
m is absolutely continuous with respect to μQ.
By [2, Lemma 5.5.1], it holds that
(4.1)

Et[e-*\ = 1

for μo-a.e. x^X,
(4.2)

where Ex stands for the expectation with respect to Px and
R = inf \t>0:

A°t>0}.

This imples that (4.1) holds for w-a.e. x^X.
By [2, Lemma 4.2.5], we see
that (4.1) holds for (S^-q.e. x^X and hence μ o e<3ί^
Theorem 4.1 also yields the following criterion for transience.
Corollary 4.3. Assume that the Dirichlet form (<?, 3) on L2(X; m) is transi(μ)
μ)
ent. Let μ(=3ί' satisfy that μQ<=JMm. Then the closure (£ , ff< ) is transient
if and only if μ<^J
It should be mentioned that μ^JM0 if and only if

μ=μQ.

Proof. Suppose first that <5(μ>) is transient. Then the O-capacity associated with (? (μ) is well-defined and coincides with that of £. If a set A is 6Xpolar, then it is of zero capacity with respect to the O-capacity and hence 8T)mm
polar. See [2]. Hence the Borel set N obtained in Lemma 2.1 is 6^-polar
and μ=μ0, since μ charges no 8ίμ)-polar set.
Conversely, we assume that μ=μ0-

Define

v = μ-\-m.
Then it is elementary to see that z/G JM0.

By virtue of Corollary 4.2, we can
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conclude that £ ( v ) is a time changed Dirichlet form of the transient Dirichlet form
δ. Thus, by [2, Theorem 5.5.1], we have that <?(v) is transient. The transience property of <?(μ) follows from this, because μ<,v.
REMARK. It is seen by Rϋckner-Wielens [6] that, if β is transient, then the
following two conditions are equivalent for μ^L^M! \
(a) (<?, C) is closable on L2(X; μ) and the closure is transient.
(b) A Borel measurable ^-quasicontinouos modification v of v^3e vanishes μ-a.e. if and only if v=0 ^-q.e.,
where 3e is the extended Dirichlet space of S\ The equivalence also follows
from our results. Indeed, we first suppose that (a) is satisfied. Then, Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.3 imply that / i G j o ( Ί J ' . By Theorem 4.1 and [2,
Theorem 5.5.2], we see that a set is ^-polar if and only if (5^-polar. Thus,
(b) holds.
Conversely, we assume that (b) is satisfied. Then, it is easy to see that /iG
c5%>. Since Ex[e~R] in the proof of Corollary 4.2 is 6^-quasicontinuous and equal
to 1, μO"a e > the assumption implies that Ex[e~R] = l9 (S^-q.e. Hence μo
Applying Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.3, we see that (a) follows.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be broken into a series of lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Let m^JΛ! and 6{mi) be a Dirichlet form on L2(X; m{) possessing C as a core, ί = l , 2 . Assume that there is a C > 0 such that

(4.3)

e^\fJ)<,Cβ^\fJ)

for f<=C.

Then, for every 6^-polar set N', it holds that
(4.4)

= —Iχ'U w2-a.e.
for every
a
(nt2)
where {G^J, a>0} is the resolvent associated with 6 .
G^(INm)

Proof. It suffices to show the equality in (4.4) with N'—K and u=Iκ
for every β^ -polar compact set K.
Let G be an arbitrary relatively compact open set with KdG.
Choose a
W^LC such that 0 < > < ; l , and w=\ on K, and = 0 outside of G. By virtue of
(3.1), there is a sequence {#n} dC such t h a t £ n > l on K and limn<?ίwi) (gn>gn)=
0. Define
Then, gnj-*0 tfzx-a.e. for some subsequence {gn.}. Moreover, by [2, Theorem
1.4.2] and the Markov property of <?, we obtain the inequality
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Thus, the Ces&ro mean hn of a subsequence of \gn} converges to 0 with respect to the norm \/<?ίmi)( , ).
It then follows from (4.3) that
sup είm2>(hn, hn)<C sup β[Mi\hU9 hn)+4m2(G)<oo

.

Thus, the Ces&ro mean ίin of a subsequence of \hn} converges to an δ^
continuous A e f f ^ , the domain of 6{n*\ with respect to the norm \/6[m**( , ).
The inequality (4.3), moreover, implies that
(4.5)

#"i>(M) = 0.
Let us define a quadratic form ψκ on 3?<m2> by
a

a /»2

Then, it is known [2, p.23] that
) = int

Substituting v=h/a, it follows from (4.5) that

Ψκ{G^iκ)^{h—Iκ,

h—Iκ)mJa.

Note that h=\ (J^-q.e. on Ky and = 0 5 ^ - q . e . outside of G. Hence, letting
G I K, we obtain that
and
1
The proof is complete.
Lemma 4.2. Le£ (<Jί, C) be a closable pre-Dirichlet form on L\X\ μ) such
that JHμ, u)<6(u3 u) for u^C.
Then, {JL, C) is also closable on L2(S; μ0).
Proof. Let {RΛy a>0} be the revolvent associated with the closure
C) of (<Jί, C) on L\X\ μ). Applying Lemma 4.1, we have that
(4.6) a(uIx\N—aRΛ(uIx\N),
for any WGC.
(4.7)

uIx\N)μ

Since μ((X\S)\N)=Q,
uIs\N e C ,

= a(u—aRΛu,u)μ.-+<3(u,u), as a-*oo
this implies that

<J(u, u) = <2(uIsXNy

uIs\N).

Let {fn} aC be a sequence converging to 0 in L2(S; μ0) such that Jt(fn—fm>fn—
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fm)->0 as n, m-*oo. Then, by (4.7), ifnIs\N} is an Jί-Cauchy sequence and
converges to 0 in L2(X; μ). Combined with the closedness of J ϊ , (4.7) also implies that
Jί(fnJn) =
Thus, (<Jίy C) is closable on L\S\ μQ).
Lemma 4.3. (8T\ C) is the closable part of (β, C) on L2(X; μ).
Proof. Let {Jl, C) is a closable pre-Dirichlet form on L2(X; μ) with
<Jl{u, u)<iβ(u, u) for MGί. Fix an arbitrary f^C.
By definition, it holds that
(4-8)

£<*>(/,/) = X{2>f, 5>/)-(/,

Since C is dense in JCe, there is a sequence {fn} dC such that

The definition of X and (3.8) then imply that
(4.9)

\fn} is an <?-Cauchy sequence and/Λ->/in L\X\ μ0).

Combining with (4.8), we see that
(4.10)

£<*>(/,/) = lim £(/„,/„).

It follows from (4.9) that (ΐ) Jί{{fn-f)-{fm-f),
(/ B -/)-(/«-/))-0 and
(ii) fn—f^-0 in L\X; μ0). By Lemma 4.2, we have that JHJΛ—f,fn—f)-+0.
It
therefore holds that

JKf,f) = lim Jf(/.,/,)^lim <?(/„,/„) = &»{f,f),
which completes the proof.
2

Lemma 4.4. (β, C) is closable on L (X; μ) if and only if μ^3lm.
(μ)
thermore,, if it is closable3 then £ is its closure.

Fur-

Proof. We first assume that ^oe^oo(c<-S^oΠ<-5K/) Since a set is -£-ρolar
if and only if (S^-polar (cf. [4]), the orthogonal projeation & of JCe into itself is
{μ)
then the identity map. Thus, we have that 6 =6 on CxC, which implies the
2
(μ
closability of (£, C) on L (X; μ) and that 5 ° is the closure of (£, C) on L\X; μ).
We next assume that (β, C) is closable. By Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 4.3,
we have that, for a n y / e C ,
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This implies that/=ί?/-£ > -q.e., for / e C . Hence, by virtue of the equivalence
of -f-polarity and ^-polarity (cf.[4]), we have that
(4.11)

we<K vanishes £rq.e. on X if so on S.

For cc>0 and bounded f^L2(X;

m) w i t h / > 0 m-a.e., we define

Rj(x) = E
where Ex stands for the expeatation with respect to Px and #=inf •{£>(): Z ( G S } .
Then, ft^f^ζF and vanishes <?rq.e. on S. For any ^ G C , g R^f^JC and vanishes c^-q.e. on S. By (4.11), g Rΰύf=0 <?i-q.e. on X. Letting £ \ 1, we obtain
that 2?^/vanishes <5rq.e. on X. Hence

Since S is finely closed with respect to M, this implies that

Cap(X\S)=0.

Lemma 4.5 For μEΞjH1\ let {Gl, a>0} (resp. {G^\ a>0}) be the resolvent on L2(S; μ0) (resp. U(X\ μ)) associated with β\resp. £ ( μ ) ). Then
G\u = G^u
Proof.

/Λ0-a.e. for any bounded u^L2(X;

Let M G L 2 ( J ; μ) be bounded.

μ).

Since

= <?(/,/),

feC,

applying Lemma 4.1, we obtain that

Iu

(4.12)

ae

Hence it holds that

(4.13)

eP\GWu,Ό)

On the other hand, if a sequence {fn} (ZC converges to G^u in £F(μ), then
\fn\s\ is a Cauchy sequence in 3° and converges to G^u in L 2 (S; μo)> because

&μ)(f,f)=&{f\s,f\s)

for/eC.

Hence we see that G^u^S0 and

£°(G<>, * I s ) = ew(GPu, υ),

VΪΞC.

Combining this with (4.13), we obtain the desired conclusion.
Lemma 4.6. In the case that μo^JMoQ, 6{μ) is realized in the way described
in Theorem 4.1.
Proof.

This is a consequence of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.5.
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5. Examples
5.1. LetX=Rd
(d>2), m=λ, the Lebesgue measure on Rd,
and C=Co(Rd).
Consider the Dirichlet integral
EXAMPLE

(έ

JRd

ί-1

and μ^L<M' given by
Pn<ΞB

where B is the unit open ball in Rd9 8X stands for the Dirac measure concentrated at x and {pn} is the set of all rational points in Rd. It is elementary to
see that
μ0 = lRd\B * λ» and

S = S = Rd\B .

In view of Corollary 4.1, (£, C) is not closable on L2(Rd; μ).
definition of X9 the closable part 6^ is given by

By (3.8) and the

Since -Γ(ft, u)=β(u, a) for K G C " ( B ) , the part on 2? of the Hunt process associated with X coincides with the absorbing barrier Brownian motion on J5.
Hence, we have that @>f is 5-harmonic on B:

JB

i-i

dXi

OXi

The corresponding process M(li)=(X(f\ Pf]) is obtained by time changing the
Brownian motion M—{Xt,Px) on Rd by Af=fΌlRd\B(Xs)ds and making every
points in B traps. More precisely, define successively ^ = ^ = ^ = 0 , crn=inf {t
>τn:Xt(ΞB},
and τ Λ =inf {t>σn^: Xt^B\.
Then, under Ps9 x
Σ (
y=o

y

y

) Σ V y - T y ) ,

Λ = 0, 1, ...,

y=o

and Pψ\XP=x)=l, x<aB.
EXAMPLE

5.2.

Let D be a domain in Rd and consider a pre-Dirichlet form

given by

( ξ

i,j = l JD OX-

L

^

0χ.

,

u,v<= C

where (piJ(x))i£ij&i is a nonneagtive symmetric matrix valued locally λ-integral
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Suppose that one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(aiJ')>δκ for some δ / Γ >0 on each compact

KaD.

Then (<?, Co(D)) is closable on L\D\ λ). Indeed, (a°) is in [2, §2.1]. To see
the case (b°), let {un} be an (S^-Cauchy sequence converging to 0 in L2(D;\).
Applying the argument used in [2, §2.1] to f-un)f^Co(D),

we have that-5^-

converges to 0, λ-a.e. Then, repeating the argument there, we see that
(£, Co(D)) is closable on L\D; λ).
Applying Corollary 4.2, we see that (£, CQ(D)) is closable on L2(D; μ) if λ
is absolutely continuous with respect to μ. Similar criteria can be found in
[6, §4].
6. Closable parts of symmetric forms
In this section, we will investigate the closable parts of general symmetric
forms on a real Hubert space H with inner product ( , ) H . Let Jl be a symmetric form on H with domain S) in the sense of [2]. For α > 0 , we define
(6.1)

JLΛ(u, v) = Jl(u, v)+a(u, v)H,

u,

Denote by 3) the abstract completion of 3) with respect to \/ιAΛ{ , ). The extension of JhΛ is denoted by ύlΛ. Then, the set W is independent of α > 0 and
it is a Hubert space with inner product JlΛ for each α > 0 .
Let φ: 3)->H be the bounded linear map determined by <pu=u for any
We have that
(6.2)

aWφuWlKj^u,

u),

where || |JJ5r==χ/( , )jfir. We remark that φ is not necessarily injective and that
Jl is closable if and only if φ is injective.
It follows from (6.2) that, for any u^H, there exists a unique w^S) with
cJ,o6(w,υ)=(u,φv)H for every V^LS). We define 0Λ: H-*ώ by w—GΛu and
G'Λ:H-*H by
G'tUr = φ{0ΛU) ,

UΪΞH.

We will show the following.
Theorem 6.1. (z) {G^ a>0\ is a strongly continuous resolvent on H in the
sense of [2].
(it) Let Jl' with domain 3)' be the closed symmetric form associated with {G'Λ,
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Then, it holds that

(6.3)
(6.4)

3)' =

φ{β),

JC(tf,tt) = influn cΛίii,,!!,)

for

where the infimum is taken over all JLX-Cauchy sequences {un} d3) with \\un—u\\H-*
0. Moreover, {JL', 3)') is the closure of (JL' | j£χ g, 3)).
(Hi) Suppose that 3 is a closed symmetric form on H with domain 3)g satisfying
that 3)^3)
and that Ά(u3 u)<JL(u, u)for M G S . Then 3)QΏ3)' and&{u, u)<
Jϊ(u,u)forueί3)'.
(iv) Suppose that H=L2(X; μ) for some everywhere dense positive Radon measure
μ on a locally compact separable metric space X. If Jl is Markovian, then so is
JL'.
We call the closable symmetric form (JLr\$)χg),3)) in Theorem 6.1 the
closable part of the symmetric form Jl. It follows that, if H=L2(X; μ) and JL
is a pre-Dirichlet form, then {JL' \ g)χg, 3)) is a pre-Dirichlet form which is the
closable part of the pre-Dirichlet form JL in the sense of Section 1.
Combining Theorem 6.1 with Lemma 4.3, we see that, for a pre-Dirichlet
form (6y C) on L\X\ μ), the closable part (β(oμ\ C) is realized also in the manner
as stated in Theorem 6.1. It is also possible to see directly that £ ( μ ) coincides
with 6r constructed in Theorem 6.1. See Proposition 6.1 at the end of this
section.
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Proof of (i). The symmetry of G'Λ is an immediate consequence of the
definition. The definition of G# and (6.2) imply the contraction property of
(6.5)

α||G>||^|M|tf,

for every

ueH.

By the definition of όΛ, we have that
JΛ{0Λu-Oβu,

v) = -{a-β)JΛ(0Λ{G'βu)9

v),

for

v

Thus it holds that όΛu—GβuJi-{a—β)όeύ(Gβύ)=Oy which implies the resolvent
equation for {Gά, α > 0 } .
To see the strong continuity, notice that (6.5) implies that a(u, G'Λv)H<
||tt||?. Hence it follows from (6.2) that, for u^3)y
a\\aG'au-u\\2H < ΛΛ(a6Λu-u3
(6.6)

= a\u} Gίu)H-a(u, u)ff+JL(u, u)
^ JL{u, u).

Thus

aGΛu-u)
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(6.7)
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lim ||α<7;«-«||, = 0 .

for every u^3).

Since 3) is dense in H, (6.5) yields (6.7) for all we 77.

Proof of (ii). We first show that (6.3) holds. Let
cΛK(n, u) = Jl\us u)+a(u, u)H ,

ut=3)' ,

for α > 0 . Notice that
(6.8)

0Λu) = Jl'Λ(GfΛu3 G'Λu),

Ja(0Λu9
lίu^3)y

UELH

.

then (6.6) implies that
a(u—aG'auy u)H<Jί(uy

u).

Letting a\ oo, we see that 3)a2)' and that CJΪ£(W, u)<JLΛ{uy u) for M G !
Let « e i ) . Take un^3) such that ΛΛ{un—uy un—u)->0. Then, utΓ^φu in
iϊ. By the above observation, -{wΛ}- is an ^-Cauchy sequence in 3)' and satisfies that
ΛfokUn>

(6.9)

The closedness of JL' then implies that φu^3)'
(6.10)

and hence

φ(ώ)c:4)'.

Moreover, letting n f oo in (6.9), we see that
(6.11)

JL&φu,φu)<^JίΛ(u,u)

for any

To see the converse inclusion, let uEϊφ.
3)'y there is a sequence {un} aH such that

Since G#(H) is <^?^-dense in

Jl>a{G'aun~u, G X - « ) - 0 .
It then follows from (6.8) that -{G^J is an cJ^-Cauchy sequence. Let v^S)
be its limit. By virtue of (6.10) and (6.11), G^un—φv=φ(0Λun—υ) is in 3)' and
converges to 0 with respect to JL'Λ. Hence u—φv. Thus 3)'(Zφ{ώ) and (6.3) is
established.
We now show that (6.4) holds. Let
ve(Ker φ^^ty&W:

JLJv, w)=0

for every we3) with £>fl>=0}.

By (6.3), there is a sequence {/J- c i / such that
JlL(G'ΛfΛ-φv,G'Λfu-φv)-+0.
Λ

Hence, by (6.8), {GJά

Λ

Λ

is an <J?rt-Cauchy sequence. Let vf&3) be its limit.
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Then, we have that
(6.12)

φv' = φv .

Note that 0 Λ / n G ( K e r φ Y by the definition of 0*. Hence
υ'^Kerφ)^.
Combining this with (6.12), we see that v'=v since φ: (Ker φ)^-^H is injective. Thus, applying (6.8) we have that

ΛΛ{v, v) = lim JίΛ{OJni

(6.13)

OJn)

= lim JlίiGίUGίf.)

Let U^LS)'. Choose v^ίD such that u=φv and decompose it as v=v1-\-v2>
where ^ ^ ( K e r φ)Λ~ and φv2=0. It then follows from (6.13) that
Jlί(u, u) = Jlί(φΌu φvx) =
On the other hand, we have that
JlΛ(vly

v{) = inf {^?Λ(^—w, v—zv): w^W

with ^w = 0}

= inf {Jtjw, w)\w&3) with φw = t/J
= inf {lim Jljion,

toΛ): {wn} <zS) is cj?Λ-Cauchy and \\wn—κ|

This implies the equality (6.4).
To prove that (CJΪ', ^)') is the closure of {JU \&x£), Si), let u^S)'. Choose
V^LS) and {^Λ} c£D such that φv=u and <-Aa(vn—v, vn—v)->0. Then, ||^n—tf||jj
-»0 by (6.2) and { yn} is <_^£-Cauchy by (6.11). Hence the closedness of Jί1
implies that JL'Λ(vn—u,

vn—u)-^0.

Proof of (iii). Define &x(u, v)=&(u, v)+(u, v)H. Let «G^)' and {un}
be an ^-Cauchy sequence with un-*u in H. Then, {un} is a ^-Cauchy sequence. The closedness of IB implies that ^x{un~wy un—w)-+0 for some KIG
It follows that u=w and ^ ) ' cgλg. Since ^(wn, u^JL^,
un)y we have

Combining this with (6.4), we see that
3Hμ> u)^JL'{u, u)
Proof of (iv).
on 3) by

Let f^H

for every

and 0<C/<;l ^-a.e. Define a quadratic form

ψ(κ) = «J(«, u)+a(φu—f, φu—f)H ,
where Jί is the extension of Jί to i£. Then, it holds that

i
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u-aόj),

See [2, p. 23].
Choose un^3) such that

For £>0, we define
ul = β,(un).
It then holds that u\^S), JL(u\, u*n)<Jl(un> un) and \u\—f\<>\ un—f |.
we have that

Hence

which implies that

JΛ(c
Thus, a subsequence of {w»} converges to aG'Λf μ-a.e. and it holds that

Letting 6 [ 0, we see that Q<LaG'Λf<\ /x-a.e. This shows that <JL' is Markovian
(cf. [2, Theorem 1.4.1]).
Proposition 6.1. Let μEE3l', 3)=CS JL=β and H=L2(X;
resolvents {G^\ a>0} and {G'Λ> α > 0 } coincide.

).

μ

Then the

Proof. This is a consequence of Theorems 4.1 and 6.1. We, however,
will give a direct proof below.
It suffices to show that
(6.14)

G<t*u = Gίu

for any bounded u<aL2(X; μ).

For the <?rpolar set N with μo=Iχ\N'βy
(6.15)

by Lemma 4.1 and (4.12), it holds that

G£\INu) = Gί(INu) = ±-INu

μ-a.e,

U<ΞL2(X;

μ).

Thus, according to Lemma 4.5, it suffices to show that, for every bounded we

L\X; μ),
(6.16)

Glu = G'au

μo-a.e.

By the definition of X, there is a bounded linear map φ': C-*JCe such that
φ'v=v for ve.C. Since L\X; μ)<zL2(S; μ0), we then obtain that
(6.17)

φ'u = φu

/^0-a.e. for every
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Moreover, it f holds that
(6.18)

έ(Ό, w) = X{φ'v, φ'w)-(φ'υ,

φ'w)μQ ,

V,

Combining these with (6.15) and the definition of G Λ , we have that

(6.19)

X{φ'0Λu3 v) = (u-aGfa v^+fr'Oju, v)H,

v^C.

Recall that a set is 6X-polar if and only if -£-ρolar. See [4]. Moreover,
note that C is dense in JCe and that if /„->/ in JCe then a subsequence converges t o / in L\S; μ0). Thus, it follows from (3.3) and (6.19) that
(6.20)

X{φ'0Λu3

for any τ e JCe with υ=0 ^-q.e. on S.

v) = 0

Hence it hold that
(6.21)

&(φ'0Λu) = φ'όju .

By virtue of (6.17), (6.19) and (6.21), we can conclude that G'Λu&3° and, for
every v^C,

ε\G'Λuy v) = Jfo'όju, v)-{φ'0Λuy v)μo
= (u—aG^u, v).
This implies that (6.16) holds.
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